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Go to main content Customer reviews Fast, FREE delivery, video streaming, music and many more Prime members enjoy free two-day shipping, free same-day or one-day delivery to select areas, Prime Video, Prime Music, Prime Reading and more. Your most recently viewed items and featured image
recommendations are not available forColour: © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Start your review of ISSA Fitness: The Complete Guide I can now say that I have full confidence in working as a trainer!! This fitness course helped me a lot with understanding more about training.even knowing that this course
is not really recognized in my country, I don't regret taking it at all. In fact, I think to sign up for more online courses and workshop courses as well. It really doesn't matter sometimes whether it's recognized or not as long as the material is insuchant, helpful and supportive. The right thing to be a good coach I can now say
is that I have full confidence in working as a coach!! This fitness course helped me a lot with understanding more about training.even knowing that this course is not really recognized in my country, I don't regret taking it at all. In fact, I think to sign up for more online courses and workshop courses as well. It really doesn't
matter sometimes whether it's recognized or not as long as the material is insuchant, helpful and supportive. The right thing to be a good coach is: -Read, Read, Read. -Sign up for courses that have rich information. (What will teach you better is that what to spend money on) -Never think that learning from a single
source will be enough.-NEVER STOP LEARNING-Look at the scientific explanations and don't be a fool.-Ask a support coach–Learn how to deal with clients and be friends with them–Be your best friend before you become a coach of your clients–Read your studies (shopping studios don't waste money,$19 dollar study
is better than a $19 meal you forget after eating). This was my first personal training course. And I will continue to sign up for more either recognized in my country or not. My first goal is information not recognition and that's the reason. And I mean when I say this (This book is amazing).*If you understand materials
without face-to-face activities.*if you have the right attitude.*can you understand the right forms of training*if you are looking for an instructive helpful course*if you have a sports backgroundSEVEN THIS COURSE IS DEFINITELY WORTH YOUR MONEY*100% *** ... more I was able to get the knowledge I needed. Read
this for my personal trainer certificate. 900 page beast, but lots of good info. Some of them are somewhat outdated though (including the myth of for example, bother me). I read this book to prepare for the ISSA personal trainer exam. I have learned a lot and passed the exam for the first time. So the book fulfilled these
two needs. However, it could have been written and organized better. My biggest complaint is the overwhelming emphasis on overgrowth and the assumption that the reader is very familiar with all the weightlifting jargon. I've been a fitness fanatic for decades and I've been researching health and the human body for so
long. I used the weight in I read this book to prepare for the issa personal trainer exam. I learned a lot and passed the exam the first time. So the book fulfilled these two needs. However, it could have been written and organized better. My biggest complaint is the overwhelming emphasis on overgrowth and the
assumption that the reader is very familiar with all the weightlifting jargon. I've been a fitness fanatic for decades and I've been researching health and the human body for so long. I used the scales in addition to many other fitness classes. For example, I have never done pure power and there will be none of my clients
who are all women over the age of 40. I understand that I need to know what power purity is and how to get involved in a hypothetical training program. But this manual assumes that I am very familiar with it and that it left me confused and frustrated. My other complaint is that all the elements of the sound training
program are presented (with too many assumptions of prior knowledge), but the section on putting them all together was missing. The nutrition section was excellent and far exceeded my expectations. I've been researching nutrition for decades and I was pleasantly surprised at how up-to-date the information was, as
well as advice on how to coach clients toward better nutrition. This course is the first step towards an advanced certificate that I intend to carry out. I never plan to work as a trainer who helps clients with weightlifting, competitive weightlifting or silhouette competitions. So these sections of the course were the most
confusing for me, but also the ones I care least about. Nevertheless, I would like to understand this aspect of the field better. When you purchase a course from ISSA, you will also receive a learning guide to go along with this book. To pass the exam, you need to complete this learning guide. Unfortunately, ISSA does not
include an answer key for the learning guide, which means that you cannot correct any errors that you may have in your understanding. There are websites that offer answers, though. But watch out for some sites like quizlet and brainly where anyone can create an account and post answers. I found some incorrect
answers on this site. ... more amazing book, it's really a comprehensive guide to everything to consider in fitness, althgough it dosent go deep into evertyhing says it's a well rounded jack of all competitions. I me a lot of things . Do I totally recommend for anyone intrested on the fitness industry or anything related to being
a PT.PS: The only thing I disagree with, and I believe its outdated preety is the Classification Somatotype Amazing book, it's really a comprehensive guide to everything to consider in fitness, althgough's dosent goes deep into evertyhing says it's a well rounded jack of all professions. And it taught me a lot of things. I
would totally recommend it to anyone intrested on the fitness industry or anything related to being a PT.PS: The only thing I disagree with, and I find that its preety outdated is the Somatotype classification... more This review has been hidden because it contains spoilers. To see it, click here. Thanks This review was
hidden because it contains spoilers. To see it, click here. KJKJKKJJ Can anyone help me give me a pdf of this book. I can't afford it. Here's my email – divyam.tewari@gmail.com Exercise is medicine Tha whole book I got was to enroll in an ISSA certified fitness course. Information about the course and why I chose
ISSA I will add below. Those of you who want to learn more about sports, exercise, a healthy life or just want to learn, but do not know the source of reputable knowledge, can refer to this course. Do something, it's up to 1. Fitness: The Complete Exercise Guide to Medicine Book is about to sign up for an ISSA
certified fitness course. Information about the course and why I chose ISSA I will add below. Those of you who want to learn more about sports, exercise, a healthy life or just want to learn, but do not know the source of reputable knowledge, can refer to this course. Do something, it's up to 1. Fitness: The Complete
GuideSo-thick, over 500 pages, worth the price. Books written carefully enough for those who do not have experience in sports can always understand and absorb. People who already have existing research are likely to find detailed reasons for these topics and get more information from new topics. The book always
explains specialized vocabulary in sports next door and forms for customers. Topics include: Transformation, anatomy and basic ermology, motor, mechanical, muscle deviation joints, strength, cardiovascular system, cycles, exercise rules, nutrition, sports with special groups of people and first aid (and more). The book
doesn't say much about Body Building, almost exclusively for customers who share common goals. Although it is quite thick and inconvenient to take away, people can learn on a laptop or app on their phone (it is dark mode). 100% not pdf.2. Workbook and study guide exercises. It's pretty simple and people can do it,
look at the book, as long as everyone remembers the content of the book. Exercise notebooks are not used for classification, exercise or non-.3 Fisca FitnessReputed as Healthy Industry Finance Application includes information that helps increase earnings, increase sales, advertise yourself, the basics of customer
persuasion and accompanying forms, without a contract form. All written in English require B2+ language (about 6.5 IELTS) for convenient reading and writing. Prevention is better than ... More... More
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